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Speedup OS-EM Image Reconstruction by PC
Graphics Card Technologies for Quantitative SPECT
With Varying Focal-Length Fan-Beam Collimation
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a new hardware acceleration
method to speedup the ordered-subsets expectation-maximiza-
tion (OS-EM) algorithm for quantitative single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) image reconstruction with
varying focal-length fan-beam (VFF) collimation. By utilizing
the geometrical symmetry of VFF point-spread function (PSF),
compensation for object-specific attenuation and system-specific
PSF are accelerated using currently available PC video/graphics
card technologies. A tenfold acceleration of quantitative SPECT
reconstruction is achieved.

Index Terms—Ordered-subsets expectation-maximization
(OS-EM) reconstruction, PC hardware-based acceleration,
single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), varying
focal-length fan-beam collimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

VARYING FOCAL-LENGTH FAN-BEAM (VFF) col-
limation was proposed 10 years ago for cardiac single

photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging
with the following observations [3], [4]. As compared to par-
allel-hole (PH) collimator, VFF geometry improves counting
statistics of the heart region by a factor of two with an equivalent
spatial resolution. As compared to fan-beam (FB) collimator,
VFF geometry with an equivalent spatial resolution acquires
more counts from the regions where the FB collimation en-
countered truncation and improves signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
in a filtered backprojection (FBP) image reconstruction without
introducing truncation artifacts [29], [30].

The iterative maximum-likelihood expectation-maximiza-
tion (ML-EM) reconstruction algorithm [12], [20] for SPECT
is widely utilized to model the projection physics and achieve
good quantitative reconstruction. Through formulating the
source-detector projection relation between the emission-source
and acquired-data vectors as a matrix-vector relationship, it
is able to compensate for the object-specific attenuation and
system-specific point-spread function (PSF) variation within
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each iterative reprojection and backprojection cycle. However,
the ML-EM algorithm has several limitations in clinical use.
One is the enormous size of vectors and matrices and the
associated intensive computing burden for a high-resolution
image reconstruction. Research efforts have been devoted to
mitigate this drawback by: 1) developing efficient simulators
for the reprojection and backprojection cycle, e.g., by the use
of the geometry warping with distance-dependent convolution
[31], the recursive ray-tracing with geometry symmetries [5],
[6], [21], etc; and 2) investigating sophisticated strategies to
speedup the convergence to a satisfactory result, such as the
ordered subsets (OS) technique [9]. A significant speed gain
was observed by the OS-EM algorithm, but the reconstruction
time was still too long even for an image array size of 64 cubic
[8]. Further acceleration is needed.

With the development of computer graphics software and
hardware technologies [22], modern PC video/graphics card
can provides us with a powerful tool to perform multi-dimen-
sional image processing and rendering tasks, which were used
to be done on a high-end graphics workstation or specially
designed hardware. Using the PC graphics-card hardware to
accelerate image reconstruction is currently an interesting re-
search topic. Cabral, et al. [1] proposed an acceleration method,
which uses the texture-mapping capability of graphics hard-
ware to speedup the FBP reconstruction. Taking the advantage
of two-dimensional (2-D) texture-mapping techniques of PC
hardware, Mueller et al. [17] presented an acceleration method
to speedup the iterative SART (simultaneous algebraic re-
construction technique) for cone-beam computed tomography
(CT). Recently, Xu et al. [27] implemented a fast reconstruction
framework for 3-D CT imaging on the latest generation of PC
graphics card. Chidlow et al. [2] presented an acceleration
strategy for SPECT reconstruction by the PC graphics card
for both FBP and OS-EM algorithms. In their OS-EM imple-
mentation, only attenuation compensation is considered for
PH collimation. Our previous work [25] has shown more than
ten times speedup for FBP-based VFF-collimated quantitative
SPECT reconstruction. Preliminary results of speedup the
OS-EM algorithm for VFF collimation was presented recently
in a conference abstract [23].

In this paper, the PC hardware-based acceleration method
[23] for the OS-EM reconstruction of VFF collimated quanti-
tative SPECT is detailed with accurate compensation for both
the nonuniform attenuation and variable PSF effect. Comparing
the work of Chidlow et al. [2], our method fully implements
the corrections of attenuation, PSF effect, and scatter with latest
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graphics processor utility (GPU) functionalities. Using the pow-
erful multidimensional image processing capabilities and fully
32-bit precision support of the GPU, our acceleration method
has achieved a speedup of more than 10 times over our previous
CPU-based accelerating methods [5]–[8].

The contents of this paper are organized as follows. Section II
presents a brief description of our PC graphics card GPU-based
acceleration method for VFF-collimated quantitative SPECT re-
construction. Implementation and validation of the acceleration
method by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are reported in Sec-
tion III, followed by conclusions in Section IV.

II. METHOD

A. Preliminaries on the OS-EM Image Reconstruction
Algorithm

By the ML-EM algorithm [12], [20], the emission source dis-
tribution can be reconstructed iteratively from the projec-
tion data as follows:

(1)

where the projection coefficient is the fraction of pho-
tons that emit from voxel and trigger counts in detector
bin at view angle (hereafter denoted as detector bin

for simplicity) and is the iteration number. The
scatter contribution in the measured count is
included as a known parameter, which can be estimated by a
multiple energy-window acquisition protocol [8], [10], [11],
[13], [15], [16], [19]. By the OS strategy [9], the detector bins
are grouped into groups or subsets .
The resulting reconstruction algorithm, OS-EM, consists of a
series of iterations, each of which includes pairs of repro-
jection and backprojection operations

(2)

where after runs from 1 to , a full iteration is completed
for index , i.e., is assigned to . Then starts

again from 1 to for the next iteration result of .
In the following, we will focus on the acceleration of the

OS-EM algorithm only. The ML-EM algorithm can be consid-
ered as a specific case of the OS-EM algorithm, where all de-
tector bins are grouped into one group.

Fig. 1. Angular symmetry of the PSF matrix for different views. (a) The
original dataset lattice. (b) The rotating and resampling process for a different
view. (c) The rotated dataset lattice.

B. Reduction of PSF Matrix Size

In (2), each projection matrix element is the product
of the PSF and the accumulated attenuation
factor, i.e.,

(3)

where is the list of voxel indices and inter-
secting lengths on the path from voxel to detector bin

.
The high dimension nature of the PSF matrix limits the pos-

sibility of loading the whole matrix into computer memory and
each element of this matrix must be recalculated at each iter-
ation or on-the-fly. The repeated calculation of PSF matrix in
the iterative reprojection and backprojection cycle is extremely
time-consuming. It is crucial to reduce the dimension or the size
of the PSF matrix for efficient reconstruction.

The geometrical symmetry in 3-D space is one important
characteristics of the PSF matrix [5]–[8]. In the PSF matrix, the
value of each element is only determined by the relative posi-
tion between the voxel in the reconstructed image and the de-
tector bin in the sinogram space. Thus, only one view’s PSF
matrix elements are needed to be stored. For other views, the
reprojection and backprojection operations can be performed
using the same matrix on the rotated attenuation map and it-
eratively reconstructed image dataset, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus
the original PSF matrix can be compressed into a 5-D matrix:

[28], [31].
Besides the above angular symmetry, there exists slice

symmetry, which can be utilized for further reduction of
the PSF matrix size. Given two voxels that have the same

but at two different slices and , respectively,
the value of is equal to that of

due to their similar spatial relation-
ship. Taking advantage of this feature, the PSF matrix can be
further compressed to a 4-D matrix , where
is the relative slice distance between voxel and detector
bin . Thus for each voxel on a slice, its PSF effect
on the detector plane can be represented as ,
which is defined as the PSF mapping image of voxel at
that slice, see Fig. 2(a). In practice, the values of most pixels

of the PSF mapping image is zero due to the geomet-
rical structure of the collimated detection, as seen in Fig. 2(b).
The entire PSF matrix is then transformed to a new form

(4)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a compressed PSF mapping image for a given voxel (i; j)
in an image slice. (a) The original PSF mapping image for that voxel. In practice,
most part of this image is zero. The nonzero part is indicated as the shadowed
region in (b). (c) The nonzero region of the PSF mapping image for each voxel
in an image slice. Only this nonzero region will be kept in the compressed PSF
matrix.

where and are the width and
height of the nonzero part of the original PSF mapping image.
Their values are usually far less than the slice number and the
bin number, respectively.

Comparing to the original PSF matrix, the size of the com-
pressed PSF matrix is much smaller. Our experimental studies
show that the size of the whole compressed PSF matrix can
be less than 128 Mbytes for reconstruction geometries whose
dataset size is up to a . Since the whole com-
pressed PSF matrix does not change during the entire iteration
procedure, it can be calculated at preprocessing stage and loaded
into the computer memory prior to the iterative process.

C. Hardware-Accelerated Calculation of Accumulated
Attenuation Factor

Calculation of the accumulated attenuation factor in (3) for
each voxel is also a time-consuming task. According to our ex-
perimental studies, computing the accumulated attenuation fac-
tors takes more than three quarters of the total reconstruction
time of the OS-EM algorithm. Unlike the PSF matrix, the accu-
mulated attenuation factor is not only position-dependent, but
also attenuation map-dependent. It is difficult to accelerate the
calculation of the accumulated attenuation factor for VFF ge-
ometry in the preprocessing stage, as we did for the PSF ma-
trix. Zeng et al. [31] explored a warping strategy to transform
fan- and cone-beam geometries into PH collimation, so that the
well-developed PH compensation techniques can be adapted to
the transformed attenuation map and iteratively reconstructed
image. For VFF geometry, warping the PSF effect and the accu-
mulated attenuation factors is not a trivial task. The associated
computation can be intensive and the accuracy can be compro-
mised. Computing the factors on-the-fly is needed. To accelerate
the calculation of the accumulated attenuation factors, we rely
on the powerful graphics card technologies.

For a voxel , its accumulated attenuation factor to de-
tector bin is a summation of multiplications of those at-
tenuation coefficients and intersecting lengths on the path from
voxel to the bin, as shown in Fig. 3. This nonuniform sampling
of intersecting lengths causes a challenge for any acceleration
attempt. To mitigate this difficulty, an even-sampling strategy is
employed. The path from voxel to detector bin
is sampled evenly with fixed length unit (which can be one
voxel unit). The attenuation values of the sampled points are de-
termined by interpolation from the original attenuation values.
Each interpolated individual attenuation factor may be different
from its original value, but the accumulated factor along the path

Fig. 3. Illustration of an even-sampling strategy for fast calculation of the
accumulated attenuation factor. (a) The accumulated attenuation factor from a
nonevenly sampled path. (b) The accumulated attenuation factor from an evenly
sampled path.

Fig. 4. (a) The generation of a accumulated attenuation image for voxel
(i; j; k). (b) The illustration of the hardware-accelerated generation method on
the PC graphics card.

matches the original one, see Fig. 3. Thus the accumulated at-
tenuation factor can be calculated by

(5)

where represents the evenly sampled points on the path from
voxel (or ) to detector bin (or ), and
is the length unit, reflecting the distance between two adjacent
resampled points. Since is fixed during all iterations, it is
advantageous to implement all the exponential calculations in
(5) in advance before the iteration starts. For each voxel in the
attenuation map, its value is replaced by . This new map

is called an exponential attenuation map.
Using the exponential attenuation map, the calculation of the

accumulated attenuation factor for each voxel is implemented
with the PC graphics hardware as follows. For each voxel, a se-
ries of projection rectangles are determined, on which the cor-
responding exponential attenuation maps are mapped as 2-D
textures, as shown in the left picture of Fig. 4. Each rectangle
will be projected onto the projection plane, correspondingly the
mapped exponential attenuation maps will be projected and in-
terpolated. Using the texture multiplication techniques, all the
projected images of the projection rectangle are multiplied to-
gether to create the accumulated attenuation image, as shown in
the right picture of Fig. 4.

The 2-D/3-D texture mapping technology is one of the im-
portant graphics technologies which have been well optimized
by the modern graphics hardware. Modern GPU, such as Nvidia
GeforceFX series, supports up to 16 textures on one rectangle.
At the same time, the GPU provides powerful texture processing
capabilities, such as fragment program and vertex program, to
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Fig. 5. Illustration of texture mapping technology for rotating and resampling an image.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the reprojection procedure for each view angle. (a) The generation of the reprojection image of voxel (i; j; k). (b) The generation of the
reprojection image for one view.

implement the “hardware program.” Through its programming
library, we can instruct the “hardware” to perform many useful
operations, such as multiplication, summation, etc. [18]. In this
paper, we utilize the multiple texture and fragment program
technology [18] to further accelerate the performance. For each
rectangle, we map up to 16 attenuation images on it. Using the
fragment program, all images can be projected and multiplied.
The result will be remapped to the next possible rectangle with
others 15 new textures until all the texture have been multiplied.
Because all these operations are performed by the GPU hard-
ware with its special designed structure, the whole calculation
procedure can be accelerated dramatically.

D. Hardware-Accelerated OS-EM Reconstruction Algorithm

Based on the above description on PSF matrix and accu-
mulated attenuation factors, the reprojection procedure in the
OS-EM algorithm can be is summarized as

(6)

Given a view angle , the estimated source and the
exponential attenuation map will be rotated to parallel to the sur-
face of the collimator and resampled as shown in Fig. 5. From
(6), the final reprojection image of this view is the sum of the
reprojected images, which is the multiplication of the PSF map-
ping images and the corresponding accumulated attenuation im-
ages, from all voxels in the reconstruction space. The calculation

of the reprojection image for each view angle is accomplished
as follows.

From the rotated exponential attenuation map, the accumu-
late attenuation image for each voxel is generated as
described in Section II-C. Using the multitexture and fragment
program, the corresponding compressed PSF mapping image
and accumulate attenuation image are mapped on a rectangle
and multiplied to generate the reprojected image of that voxel.
By adding all the reprojected images of all voxels with the cor-
responding weights , the reprojection at this view
angle is finally accomplished, see Fig. 6.

Comparing to the reprojection procedure, the backprojection
procedure provides the correction factors for the estimated
image as shown in (2). The backprojection operates on the
ratio of the measured data and the reprojected data and can be
described as

(7)

Similar to the reprojection operation, the exponential atten-
uation map is rotated for each view, and the reprojected image
of each voxel in the rotated objects is generated. After multi-
plication with the ratio image (the measured data and the repro-
jected data) of this view, a correction factor volume is generated,
which is given by the right term, second line of (7). This correc-
tion factor volume should be rotated back to its original angle
for each ordered-subsets group to complete the backprojection.
The flowchart of the accelerated OS-EM algorithm is shown in
Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Flow chart of the accelerated OS-EM reconstruction algorithm using
the graphics hardware. Symbol � indicates that this function is implemented by
the GPU using its specific programming library.

By the powerful texture-mapping capabilities of the PC
graphics card, all the rotation, multiplication, and addition op-
erations on the volume images can be executed using GPU only.
Since the GPU has its special structure for image processing
and manipulation, the whole reprojection and backprojection
time can be performed efficiently. At the same time, we utilize
the float p-buffer, which supports 32-bit precision per color
channel, to implement the data generation instead of the tradi-
tional color frame buffer (which only supports 8-bit precision
per color channel) with buffer extension [2], [17]. This ensures
the high calculation precision for the final result without loss
of efficiency.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The presented hardware-based acceleration method was im-
plemented by MS Visual C++ on a Pentium IV platform (1 GB
RAM memory, 2.6-GHz CPU speed) with an Nvidia GeforceFX
5900 graphics card (256-MB video memory). Projections were
simulated by the SIMIND MC program from the MCAT dig-
ital torso phantom to evaluate the efficiency of the presented
acceleration method. The MCAT phantom had an array size

and , respectively. For each
phantom size, the emission distribution was generated by se-
lecting different emission concentrations in the heart, lungs and

liver regions, respectively, that reflects the concentrations of a
clinical setting [26]. The attenuation map was given by the ob-
ject geometries in the phantom, and scatter was simulated up
to the second order. The VFF collimation with low energy ul-
trahigh resolution [7], [8] was modeled in the MC simulation.
The focal-length function of the VFF collimator varied quadrat-
ically from 60 cm at the collimator center to 200 cm at the edge

where represents the location of detector
bin. The size of the collimator was , mimicking
the Siemens’ E-CAM SPECT system. A circular scanning orbit
was considered with 64 and 128 views, respectively, evenly dis-
tributed on 360 degrees for the corresponding phantom size. The
radius of rotation was 25 cm. The images were reconstructed
into and arrays for the two phantom
sizes, respectively. In order to utilize the system geometrical
symmetries, the number of the ordered subsets shall be four or
eight, where the projections in each subset have the same geo-
metrical symmetry. By our previous studies [7], [8], the choice
of either four or eight subsets did not make noticeable difference
in reconstruction quality and reconstruction time. So the projec-
tions were grouped into eight ordered subsets in this paper.

A standard implementation of the OS-EM reconstruction al-
gorithm was performed first by Siddon’s ray-tracing technique
for both attenuation factor and PSF effect for each image voxel
and detector bin, without considering the central-ray approxi-
mation, the system geometrical symmetries, and any ray-tracing
optimization [5], [6]. (The scatter was estimated by the triple
energy-window strategy [15], [16].) A visually satisfactory
reconstruction was obtained after four iterations, starting from
a uniform distribution across the field-of-view (FOV) [7], [8].
Assuming the fourth iterated OS-EM result as a reference,
another OS-EM reconstruction utilizing the system geometrical
symmetries and an optimized Siddon’s ray-tracing technique
[6]–[8] (i.e., a software CPU-based acceleration method) was
performed up to four iterations, which provides an accurate
quantitative reconstruction and also the gold standard to mea-
sure the speed gain by other acceleration methods. Then another
software CPU-based acceleration method was performed up
to four iterations, which is based on the matrix rotation and
distance-dependent deconvolution with the central-ray approx-
imation [28], [31]. Finally the presented hardware GPU-based
acceleration method was performed up to four iterations. All
the two software- and the one hardware-based acceleration
methods for the OS-EM reconstruction generated visually the
same image quality after four iterations. The results of the
first software-based and the hardware-based accelerations for
reconstruction of 64 cubic image are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9
reflects more quantitatively their similarity by both horizontal
and vertical profiles through the images in the middle column
of Fig. 8. Their quantitative similarity is expected because they
were implemented by 32-bit float precision.

The reconstruction times of these three acceleration methods
for both 64 and 128 array sizes are listed in Table I. To test the
performance of the three methods for a larger data size, we dou-
bled the slices of each phantom to and

, respectively, and repeated the data simulation and image
reconstruction. Thus there are totally four phantom studies on
the software- and hardware-based acceleration methods.
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Fig. 8. Reconstructed images of the presented hardware-based accelerating
method and our previous software-based accelerating method [5]–[8]. All
images in the top row are from the software-based accelerating method. The
results of the presented hardware-based method are shown in the bottom row.

Fig. 9. Profiles of the images in the middle column of Fig. 8. (a) Horizontal
profiles through left ventricle near the apex. (b) Vertical profiles through the
left-ventricle center. The dotted curves show the result of the software-based
method (top middle) and the crosses show the result of the hardware-based
method (bottom middle).

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF RECONSTRUCTION TIME BETWEEN TWO SOFTWARE-BASED

ACCELERATING METHODS (SECOND AND THIRD COLUMNS) AND THE

PRESENTED HARDWARE-BASED ACCELERATING METHOD

As shown in the table, the presented PC graphics card-based
accelerating method achieved an additional speedup of more
than ten times per iteration over our previous software-based
accelerating method (with geometrical symmetries and fast
ray-tracing technique) [5]–[8] for 64 image array size. The
speed gain increases dramatically as the reconstruction volume
increases. The geometrical symmetries and fast ray-tracing
technique had a speedup of more than eight times per itera-
tion over the standard implementation by the Siddon method
without any acceleration [8]). The second software-based ac-
celerating method using matrix rotation and distance-dependent
deconvolution was slower than the fast ray-tracing method for
a smaller array size because of the cost in the matrix rotation,
and improved the reconstruction speed for a larger array size.
These experimental results demonstrated the potential of the
hardware-based accelerating method for efficient reconstruc-
tion of VFF-collimated quantitative SPECT for cardiac (or
general chest) imaging.

IV. CONCLUSION

By the reduction of the PSF matrix size, the use of the expo-
nential attenuation map, and the hardware-accelerated matrix
rotation, interpolation and calculation of the accumulated at-
tenuation factors, the OS-EM reconstruction of VFF-collimated
quantitative chest SPECT can be performed in a clinically ac-
ceptable speed for reconstruction of a 64 cubic image array size.
Since a currently available PC video graphics card with 256-MB
video memory can load the PSF matrix for image reconstruction
with matrix size up to 256 cubic at the price of less than US$300,
this presented acceleration method is cost-effective and has the
potential to provide high resolution quantitative SPECT recon-
struction for clinical use. With rapid development of the PC
graphics card technologies, the reconstruction speed is expected
to be further accelerated by newer generations of the GPU archi-
tecture in the near future [27]. Furthermore, by analytical com-
pensation for the nonuniform attenuation and spatially variant
PSF [14], [24] with the hardware-based acceleration [25], the
reconstruction speed can be in real time for high-resolution dy-
namic SPECT imaging that uses array size far beyond 64 cubic.
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